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TEA PLUS

Savvy cafés know there’s more to tea than a bag in a cup, but what’s
the best way to upsell a pot of leaves and hot water?

C

ompared to coffee, tea is
a profitable venture. The
level of training required
of employees to serve a
decent brew is less than
that of a barista, and the equipment and
ingredients are not nearly as expensive.
According to AASTA President Nathan
Wakeford of Somage Fine Foods, on
ingredients alone (without milk), tea
costs 10 to 20 cents per serve versus 35
to 40 cents for a cup of coffee, which
means tea can be two to three times
more profitable than coffee.
However, tea drinkers are rarely
takeaway customers, so the time they
spend in the venue needs to be factored
into a café’s revenue. Fortunately, the
longer a customer spends in your space,
the longer you have to upsell a pot of
leaves and hot water.
START WITH VALUE
Tea drinkers need to perceive value
before they will add to their order, so
getting the first impression right is key.
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Too often, the service experience leaves
a lot to be desired, says Nathan. “The
employee might ask: ‘Would you like a
coffee?’ but then when I say: ‘Actually,
I’d prefer tea, what do you have?’ they
hesitate and grab a menu because they
don’t know.”
Educating staff by letting them try all
the tea you serve will go a long way to
showing that you consider tea drinkers
as important as your coffee clients.
Not only can employees then help
customers make a selection by offering
recommendations for different tastes,
simply knowing what tea your venue
serves will establish an impression of
professionalism to customers.
You can extend this element by
telling a story alongside the offering. A
little history of the tea you serve, either
in the menu descriptions or conveyed
through your employees, will help
elevate the tea to a specialty product.
The perception of value then comes
to fruition when the tea is served. In
addition to ensuring the tea is brewed

correctly and presented with suitable
teaware, you may also choose to offer
additional infusions at no extra charge if
the tea leaves allow it.
Nathan says he presents the already
brewed tea alongside its infuser,
complete with wet leaves, couched
in a ramekin. The wet leaves reveal
the quality of the tea and also give off
an aroma that helps with the sensory
experience. The setup means the leaves
are easily infused again if the customer
desires.
WOULD YOU LIKE FRIES WITH
THAT?
Once you have the basics of establishing
value down pat, and the customer
is happy to pay your price for a pot
of (well-brewed, well-presented) tea
leaves and hot water, you can work
on upselling it. In your favour is the
knowledge that tea takes longer to
drink than coffee and the customer will
probably be there a while so is more
likely to consider something else to

accompany a beverage.
McDonald’s made famous the ‘would
you like fries with that?’ line to upsell its
burgers, and a variant on this is a simple
but effective technique to encourage
customers to add to their order. A more
sophisticated version will require your
staff members to have a foundational
knowledge of food and tea matching,
which is why it’s a good idea to hold a
cupping as part of their training and also
be thorough in explaining the menu.
A recommendation for food that
complements a particular tea – think
“our chocolate cake goes really well with
the berry flavoured tea” or “this smoky
tea tastes good with savoury food, I
recommend the croque monsieur” –
again conveys the knowledge of the
server and also, to the customer, opens

with a few sealed bags on hand.
Offering a superior tea experience
will assist in transitioning a tea drinker
from a sit-down customer to a retail
shopper, particularly if you’re selling
tea and teaware. Make the tea enticing
by displaying it in attractive canisters
so customers can visualise the product
as a gift, and pay special attention to
your merchandising so tea sets play
well together. Finally, remember key
gift-giving dates that may be a good time
to appeal to tea drinkers: Valentine’s
Day, Mother’s Day and Christmas are
especially popular but don’t forget about
tea’s origins as well, so an occasion like
Chinese New Year could be an option.
Starting with a good tea experience
will allow you to leverage a tea drinker’s
patronage, not merely to upsell a pot

“OFFERING A SUPERIOR TEA EXPERIENCE
WILL ASSIST IN TRANSITIONING A TEA
DRINKER FROM A SIT-DOWN CUSTOMER
TO A RETAIL SHOPPER, PARTICULARLY IF
YOU’RE SELLING TEA AND TEAWARE.”
up the possibility of adding to the tea
experience by pairing it with food.
If your café isn’t set up for this kind
of conversation, you can nevertheless
encourage this form of upselling with
packaged suggestions. For example,
suggest a morning or afternoon tea deal
featuring tea and scones, or tea and
cake for a set price. Or, include the food
suggestions under the tea descriptions
on your menu.
EXIT THROUGH THE GIFT SHOP
Adding retail options can boost your
profits beyond the initial pot of tea.
Everything from the actual tea – “did
you enjoy your cuppa? Take home
your own to brew” – to teaware and
associated paraphernalia such as
tea towels and novelty items make
popular, inexpensive gifts in a way that
coffee can’t quite match. After all, the
equivalent of a teapot and infuser is a
coffee machine. Even if you don’t have
much space, enabling customers to buy
the tea you’ve just served them is easy

of tea for one bill but into the future as
their loyalty builds. Who says it’s just
leaves and water?
This article is brought to you by the
Australasian Specialty Tea Association
(www.aasta.asn.au) , which is devoted to
providing BeanScene readers with advice on
how to promote tea.

REPEAT AFTER TEA

A good tea experience not only
encourages customers to add to their
order, it makes them more likely to
come back, and bring all their friends
with them, says AASTA member Sarah
de Witt of Impala and Peacock in
Melbourne. She says the venue offers
generous sized teapots served on
candle warmers to allow the customer
to enjoy a few cups of tea, which also
gives them extra quality time to connect
socially.
On top of that, a combination of
aesthetic and narrative elements help
make tea special. “Visually, we use
crystal clear glassware teapots where
customers can see their tea leaves
brew, and watch the colour transform
right before them. True to tea’s social
origins, we place value on guiding our
customers on their specific tea’s history,
brewing suggestions, as well as flavour
and aroma profiles,” she says.
Taking care to create buy-in for the
story of tea often translates to further
purchases and repeat visits, explains
Sarah. “Once people learn the
intricacies and story behind their tea
leaf they connect with continuing
their tea journey in their homes by
purchasing a take home tea packet or
they spread the word to their friends to
come in and share the experience.”

Join us! Contact the AASTA
Member Concierge, at
hello@aasta.asn.au.
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